1. Valentine
2. D
3. Dining hall (and dorm)
4. Seeley Mudd
5. A
6. Math and computer science
7. Arms Music Center (also accept Buckley)
8. F
9. Music
10. North
11. C
12. Freshman dorm (also accept dorm)
13. Frost
14. B
15. Library
16. Jenkins
17. E
18. Dorm
19. Lisa Smith Van der Linden ‘89
20. Because it was performed twice last fall due to Biddy’s inauguration
21-23. Woods, mountains, and sky (in no particular order)
24. Jeffery
25. soldier
26. king
27. across
28. sea
29. Frenchmen
30. Indians
31. Royal
32. Majesty
33. loyal
34. true
35. conquered
36. enemies
37-42. Zumbyes, Sabrinas, Route 9, Bluestockings, DQ, Terras Irradient (in no particular order)
43. 2012
44. Gibbs
45. Stearns
46. Harris
47. Cole
48. Meiklejohn
49. Gates
50. Marx
51. Pease
52. Swift Moore
53. Gerety
54. King
55. Olds
56. Pouncey
57. Martin
58. Amherst presidents
59. Scott Turow/Harrison Ford
60. Chris Bojalian/Sissy Spacek
61. Dan Brown/Tom Hanks
62. Julie Powell/Meryl Streep
63. David Foster Wallace/Timothy Hutton
64. Faculty member, department chair, faculty marshal
65. There is now one extra floor in each building
66. It is on several tennis courts
67. Uma Thurman
68. Love and Friendship
69. The Bobsey Twins
70. Sabrina (i.e. with a long i, NOT Sabreena)
71. Amherst 73, Williams 32